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This training provides participants with the skills and information necessary to use Cardinal and is not intended to replace existing 

Commonwealth and/or agency policies. 

This course, and the supplemental resources listed below, are located on the Cardinal website (www.cardinalproject.virginia.gov) 

under Training.  

Cardinal Reports Catalogs are located on the Cardinal website under Resources:

• Instructor led and web based training course materials

• Job aids on topics across all functional areas

• Variety of simulations

• Glossary of frequently used terms

The Cardinal screenshots included in this training course show system pages and processes that some users may not have 

access to due to security roles and/or how specific responsibilities relate to the overall transaction or process being discussed. 

For a list of available roles and descriptions, see the Statewide Cardinal Security Handbook on the Cardinal website in the 

Security section under Resources.
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Welcome to Cardinal Training



Introduction

In the Cardinal Overview course, you learned that the 

Project Accounting functional area of Cardinal is 

composed of two modules:

Project Costing

The Project Costing module provides a tool that 

identifies, controls, and tracks all financial information 

by project. That information can be analyzed and used 

to measure and manage performance over the life of 

the project.  

Customer Contracts

The Customer Contracts module allows the creation of 

rules that govern the billing of individuals, localities 

and/or the federal government for certain portions of 

project related costs.  The Customer Contracts module 

applies those rules to costs accumulated in the Project 

Costing module and calculates amounts to be billed.
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Introduction



After completing this course, you will be able to:
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Course Objectives

Describe key projects concepts

Describe the overall managing projects process

Enter and maintain projects and associated activities

Enter summary projects

Collect and process costs related to projects

Enter and maintain projects distribution
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Course Objectives (continued)

Create funds distributions for multi-funded projects

Describe the key reports and online inquiries
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Agenda

Understanding Projects

Entering and Maintaining Projects

Project Costs

Projects Distribution

Projects Reports and Online Inquiries

Managing Projects Hands-On Practice
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In this lesson, you will learn about the following topics:

• Key Concepts

• Managing Projects Process
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Lesson 1: Introduction

1 Understanding Projects



Some key concepts in managing projects include:

• Project Types - There are five project types in Cardinal: Administrative, Construction, Maintenance, Research / Planning, 

and Capital Outlay. Each project type has a project template that identifies standard activities for that project type. A 

standard activity can only be associated to one project type.  

• Operational Projects (OPC) - In Cardinal, there are no OPCs.  If billing is required, a project using one of the five 

project templates must be created.  If billing is not required, a combination of the Cost Center and Agency Use 1 (function 

code) may be used. 

• Route Code (Agency Use 2 Chart in Cardinal) - Route is no longer part of the project distribution but rather is recorded 

on a separate panel.  As a result, it will not default when entering a Speedtype / Speedchart.  Route Codes / Agency Use 

2 chartfields should be recorded on disaster related transactions.
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Key Concepts



• Project Templates - Project templates are used in Cardinal to associate the appropriate phases to a project.  Work 

Breakdown Structure (WBS) associates all activities (summary and detail) available for use on a project. A summary 

activity represents a phase and cannot be used on expenditure transactions. Detail activities, which are used on 

expenditure transactions, roll up to a summary activity based on its corresponding activity type. 

• Project Processing Status - The Project Processing Status in Cardinal controls when a project / activity combination is 

available for use on transactions.

• Summary Projects - Summary projects are used for budgeting and reporting purposes. Cardinal provides the ability to 

create summary projects and associate detailed projects using project trees. 
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Key Concepts (continued)



The Managing Projects process includes two sub-processes:  

• Create and maintain projects and activities

• Create and maintain funds distribution
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Managing Projects Process



This sub-process involves:

• Creating a new project from a template

• Entering or updating the project descriptive information

• Establishing or updating the Project Accounting distribution

• Defining or updating the project status

• Completing the project initiation checklist (optional)
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Create and Maintain Projects and Activities

Create New 

Project from 

Template

Enter / Update 

Project 

Descriptive 

Information

Establish / 

Update Projects 

Distribution 

Definition

Define / Update 

Project Status

Complete 

Project Initiation 

Checklist 

(optional)



This sub-process involves:

• Creating project distribution

• Approving project distribution
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Create and Maintain Funds Distribution
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Lesson 1: Checkpoint

Now is your opportunity to check your understanding of the course material.  Read the question and make note of your 

answer.

1. What is a Project?  Describe some defining characteristics of a Project.

2. What is a Project Tree?  What does it do?

3. What does Project Processing Status do?
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Lesson 1: Checkpoint (continued)

4. What is a Summary Activity?

5. How is a Summary Project used?



In this lesson, you learned:

• The Project Accounting functional area is comprised of two modules:  Project Costing and Customer Contracts.

• Project templates associate standard activities to a project according to the project type.

• The Managing Projects process includes two sub-processes: create and maintain projects and activities and create and 

maintain funds distribution. 
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Lesson 1: Summary

1 Understanding Projects



In this lesson, you will learn about the following topics:

• Creating and Maintaining a Project

• Creating a Summary Project
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Lesson 2: Introduction

2 Entering and Managing Projects



The first step in creating a project is to determine the project type. Project type is determined by the activities that are allowed 

on the project.  Each project type has a specific set of standard activities that the project template assigns. Remember, an 

activity can only be used on one project type.  

Consideration should be given to what activities a project will need to use prior to creating a project because activities cannot 

be changed after the project is created.

If it is determined that the project has been created with the incorrect project type (activities), a new project will need to be 

created in order to obtain the correct activities.  

For example, project 12345 was created as a maintenance project, but users need to charge to construction activities.  A 

request will need to be processed to create a new construction type project and project 12345 will need to be closed.
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Setting Up a Project



Once the project type has been determined, a new project  can be added by navigating to the project General Information 

page—Add a New Value tab.

Navigate to this page using the following path:

Main Menu > Project Costing > Project Definitions > General Information
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Setting Up a Project



Click the Add a New Value tab.  The fields on this 

page include: 

• Business Unit: This value is the PCBU and 

defaults for the agency (i.e., 50100 for VDOT). 

Do not change this value.

• Project: This field assigns the project ID and 

defaults to NEXT.   Cardinal assigns a project ID 

once the project is created. Notice that the 

Project field value of NEXT is greyed out and 

cannot be changed.

• Create: This field defines how the project is 

created. Select Project from Template.

• Click the Add button.
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Setting Up a Project



The Create Project From Template page allows the user 

to select the project template. From one of the five 

available values, depending on the project type.

• T_CONST

• T_MAINT

• T_RANDP

• T_ADMIN

• T_CAPOL

Remember the template selected controls the activities that 

can be used on the project transactions.

New Start Date: The date populated in this field defaults 

the Project and Activity Start Dates. 

Project Details to Include: These checkboxes identify the 

values that copy from the project template when creating 

the project. All boxes default to selected. Do not uncheck 

these values.

Click the Create button.
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Setting Up a Project (continued)
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Setting Up a Project (continued)



Enter/update unique project information on the General Information tab.  

The fields on this page include:

• Project ID - This field defaults to NEXT.  Cardinal assigns an auto-generated sequential number when the new project is 

saved. 

• Add to My Projects button - This button allows the user to save the project as a favorite.

• Description -This field defaults based on the description associated to the project template, updating this description is 

recommended.
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Defining Project Information
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Defining Project Information (continued)



• Integration - This field defaults to 50100.  Do not 

change this value. This field allows the project to 

integrate with other modules within this business unit. 

• Project Type - This field defaults based on the project 

template you selected. There are five project types:

• Administrative

• Construction

• Maintenance

• Research/Planning

• Capital Outlay

The system will allow changes to this value, however, 

the change will not impact what activities are 

associated to the project once the Create button has 

been selected as seen on page 20.

• Program checkbox: Select this checkbox only when 

creating a summary project.
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Defining Project Information
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Defining Project Information (continued)



• Processing Status and Project Status -

These fields default to Pending. 

• Percent Complete and Project Health

fields - These fields are not used in Cardinal. 

The Percent Complete field defaults to 

0.00. The Project Health field defaults to 

blank.

• Start and End Date - The Start Date field 

defaults from the new start date entered on 

the Create Project from Template page. 

The End Date defaults to the start date plus 

1 year. You can modify these fields as 

appropriate for the project.  Note that the 

Start and End date fields are for information 

purposes only and do not control any 

transactions processing.

• Additional Dates link - The Additional 

Dates link provides access to additional 

date fields that are used for informational 

purposes only.
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Defining Project Information (continued)



• Description - The second Description field 

is used to capture a more detailed description 

of the project. For example, Replacement of 

bridge on Rte 636. This field allows entry of 

up to 354 characters.  The information in this 

field is populated on the Project Expenditure 

detail interface.

• Long Description - The Long Description

field is available to capture additional 

descriptive detail for the project. This field 

allows entry of up to 354 characters.

Note: The start date of a project cannot be after 

the start date of any activity associated with the 

project. The end date automatically defaults to 

one year later, but can be updated if necessary.
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Defining Project Information (continued)



A project’s status can be Pending, Budget, Open, 

Closed or Hold. The project status path occurs in 

sequence, i.e. first Pending, then Budget, etc. That 

path determines which values are available updating 

the project status. Creating a new effective dated row 

for each status change to maintain the history is 

required.

A project’s processing status can be Pending, Active,

or Inactive.  The project status and processing status 

are connected. For example, when a project is created, 

both the project status and processing status default to 

Pending. When a project is Closed, its processing 

status is Inactive. As the project progresses, change 

project status accordingly, but the processing status 

automatically updates based on the project status.

To change the Project Status click the Project Status 

link.  In this example, its Pending, however the status 

can also be Active or Inactive.
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Project and Processing Status
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General Information Page



The project’s status should only be set to Closed when the project is complete and all transactions are completely processed.

For more information regarding the project status effective date, see the 501 PA355: Project Accounting Approvals course.
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Project and Processing Status (continued)



All projects in Cardinal must be added to the 

project tree. The association of each project to 

the project tree facilitates the budget checking 

process of expenditure transactions.

The Project Costing Definition tab contains nine 

sections. The values in the following sections 

default from the template when the project is 

created.  

• System Fields

• Project Currency

• Options

• Enforce Teams

• Analysis Group Options

• Percent Complete

• Funds Distribution

• Profitability Analysis Groups

• Projects Utilities

Note: Do not change the defaulted values.
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Project Costing Definitions
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Project Costing Definition Page



Use the Manager tab to add/update/view the Project 

Manager assigned to a project.  When creating a 

project from a template, the value does not default  

and should be added.

The fields on this page include:

• Effective Date: This field indicates the date the 

Project Manager was added to the project.

• Manager Name: This field displays the name of 

the person designated as the Project Manager.

• Project Role: This field defines the manager’s 

role. The field always displays a value of PROJ 

MANAGER.

• Start and End Dates: These fields default to the 

assigned project start and end dates.

To assign the Project Manager, click the Project 

Team link at the bottom of the page. 
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Assigning the Project Manager
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Assigning the Project Manager (continued)



The Team page includes three sections: 

• Project Team Members

• Add Members Using Job Code

• Remove Members Using Job Code

The Add Members Using Job Code and 

Remove Members Using Job Code sections on 

this page are not used in Cardinal.

Click the Add Team Member button to add a 

team member.
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Assigning the Project Manager (continued)
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Assigning the Project Manager (continued)



The Team Detail page displays.  

Enter the following:

• Employee ID - Enter the employee ID for the person who 

will be assigned as the Project Manager for the project.

The lookup button can be used if the person’s employee ID 

is not known.

• Email ID - This field is not used in Cardinal.

• Email Notify for Status Change checkbox - This field 

should be unchecked.

• Project Role - Enter PROJ MANAGER

• Project Manager checkbox - should be selected

• Start Date and End Date - These fields default based on 

the Project start and end dates and should not be changed.

• Click the Save button at the bottom of the page.
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Assigning the Project Manager (continued)
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Assigning the Project Manager (continued)



Use the Projects tab to provide additional project 

details. 

The fields on this tab do not default from the project 

template selected, so updating the appropriate fields for 

the project being creating is needed.

The Projects tab is divided into six sections: 

• Project Information

• Project Reporting Categories

• Project Route

• Budget Information

• Grant Information
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Defining Project Information
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Projects Page



The Project Information section allows for capturing of the following identifying information:

• External Project Number - This field is the project’s number in an external system (i.e., SiteManager).

• Responsible Dept - This field identifies the Division/District responsible for the management of the project and is used as 

part of the criteria on various reports. This should be the same as at least one Department ID recorded on the Projects 

distribution tab.

• Disaster Number - This field captures an externally generated disaster number that associates all projects related to that 

disaster. If this field is populated, the Disaster Indicator checkbox must be selected as well.

• Disaster Indicator - This field facilitates disaster reporting. If this indicator is selected, a disaster number must be 

entered in the Disaster Number field.

• Property Damage Indicator - This field indicates that the project is related to property damage and facilitates reporting.
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Project Information Section



The Project Reporting Categories section permits associating one or more reporting categories to a project.

• Reporting Category - This field includes preconfigured values to facilitate reporting (e.g., COAL, FDEL, RAIL).

• To create a new Reporting Category a request should be submitted to the Fiscal Division.

The Project Route section allows associating one or more routes to a project.

• Route - This field facilitates reporting on route(s) associated with the project.
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Project Reporting Categories and Project Route Sections



The Budget Information section allows entering of project related budget data. The data entered here is for informational 

purposes and does not relate to budget journal transactions.

• Overall Project Budget - Use the Project Amount field to enter the overall project budget.

• Project Budget - A budget amount can also be captured for each project phase. One or multiple phase budgets may be 

billed in this section.
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Budget Information Section



If a project relates to a grant, the Grant Information section allows the user to enter additional identifying information about the 

grant.

Grant ID Prefix: Use this field to enter the abbreviation of the grantor agency. For example, FHWA.

If the information is avialable, enter the values in the following fields or select the following checkboxes:

• Sub-Grant Number field

• Fed Catalog Number field

• Grant Amount field

• Grantor field

• Progress Report Status field

• Progress Report Date field

• Obligation Date field

• Obligation Deadline field

• Grantee field

• Grant In/Outbound Indicator

• Sub-Grantor Indicator

• Grantor Grant ID field

• Fed Declaration Number field

Note: All fields that do not have a lookup are free form.
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Grant Information Section



The Projects Distribution tab is divided into two 

sections: Project Distribution and Project Area.

Project Distribution Section

The Project Distribution section defines the core 

ChartFields that appear on all transactions for a 

project.

The information entered here is used to create 

SpeedTypes/SpeedCharts and to split project 

transactions between multiple accounting 

distributions.

Project Distribution will be covered in more detail 

in Lesson 4 of this course. 
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Projects Distribution Section



The Project Area section associates one or more 

structures to the project. These project/structure 

combinations are sent to SiteManager on a daily 

basis to validate processing. 

Therefore, all structures related to the project must be 

entered n this section. 

• Asset: This field captures structure.  Available 

values are preconfigured.

• Total Budget Amount: This optional field 

captures the budget for the associated structure. 

The data entered here is for informational 

purposes only. 

Note: The data entered in this section is not 

associated to the project distribution.
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Project Area Section
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Projects Distribution Page



Click the Project Activities link on the General Information 

tab to view activities associated to a project.

• The Project Activities page displays the standard set 

of activities that default from the project template when 

the project is created. When the project’s processing 

status is Active and the Activity status is Active, the 

project and activities can be used on transactions from 

other modules. 

• The page also displays the associated activity type, 

activity description, and the Work Breakdown Structure 

(WBS) id.  The WBS is defined with summary and detail 

activity values.  The summary value denotes the phase.

• New activities can be created and added to one of the 

five existing project template(s).  Once the activity is 

defined on the template, it will populate on any new 

projects created from the project template(s).

• The More Dates tab contains additional optional activity 

dates that can be populated and used for reporting 

purposes.    
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Project Information: Activities
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Project Information: Activities (continued)
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Project Information: Activities (continued)



The Details tab contains activity attributes, including: 

• Activity Type field - Activity types represent the 

phase the activity is associated to and is used for 

reporting purposes only. The activity type 

assigned to each activity defaults from the project 

template.

• Activity Status field - The Activity Status is only 

assigned to the activities being used for Budgeting 

purposes. Activities with an Activity Status of 

Budget cannot be used on expenditure 

transactions. Activity Status defaults from the 

project template. Do not update this value. 

• Processing Status field - An activity must have 

an Active Processing Status to show up in the 

activity lookup in other Cardinal modules such as 

General Ledger and Accounts Payable. 

The other fields on the Details tab are not used in 

Cardinal.
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Project Information: Activities (continued)
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Project Information: Activities (continued)



There are two types of activities:

Detail Activities

• Use detail activities when entering project expenditure transactions

• The activity processing status defaults to Active when the project is created. The status can be updated as needed.  This 

process replicates the opening and closing of a phase.

• Each detail activity has an associated activity type equivalent to the phase the activity rolls up to. Activities with an 

Activity Status of Budget are used for budget purposes only and cannot be used on expenditure transactions.

• Detail activities are in regular font on the Project Activities page.

• Selecting detail activities on transactions is the only option available in Cardinal.

Summary Activities

• Summary activities represent a phase and cannot be used on expenditure transactions.

• Each summary activity is divided into groupings of participating and non-participating activities.

• Summary activities are in bold font on the Project Activities page.

To inactivate a phase, the processing status for the phase summary activity should be selected and updated to Inactive.  This 

process should be repeated for all phases that should not be available to charge expenditures. To activate the phase at a 

later date, the processing status for a specific phase may be selected and updated to Active.  
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Detail and Summary Activities
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Lesson 2: Entering and Maintaining Projects

Phase

Detail 

Activity

Summary 

Activity
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Budget Activities



The  Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) associates all 

activities available for use on a project.

The Schedule tab allows:

• Viewing all summary and detail activities on a project 

and see their relationships in the Project Activities 

grid.

• Expanding and collapsing summary activity rows and 

select the WBS level.

The WBS Control Status Processor is able to:

• Modify activity relationships. 

• Indent and outdent rows, move rows up and down, 

and insert rows. If the project processing status is 

Pending, rows can be deleted  from the grid.  

• Add a new activity to the list. 

• Updates are only made to a project template and will 

affect all projects with the same project type.

Activities default from the project templates with the proper 

WBS.  The WBS allows the activities associated with each 

project to roll up to summary activities that represent a 

phase.
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Work Breakdown Structure
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Work Breakdown Structure (continued)



The fields on this page include:

• WBS ID - Displays the WBS level where the activity 

resides.

• Activity Name - Displays a unique description of the 

activity.

• Activity - Displays the activity number for existing 

activities.

• Start Date and End Date - The default value for the 

Start Date is based on the project start. The End Date 

is determined by the start date plus one year. You 

can override the default dates.

• Percent Complete - This field is not used in Cardinal.
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Work Breakdown Structure (continued)
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Lesson 2: Entering and Maintaining Projects



• Create summary projects to identify project relationships and track their costs.

• Summary projects represent a single project to which one or more detail projects roll up to.

• Summary projects are used primarily for budgeting and reporting purposes
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Creating a Summary Project



• Summary projects do not use a template like the detail projects. They are created by using a blank project, entering a 

Description, and then selecting the Program checkbox in the Project Definitions—General Information page. No 

other tabs need to be filled out.

• Activities cannot be assigned directly to a summary project and project expenditures cannot be charged to summary 

projects.

All summary projects are added to the project budget tree to facilitate the budget checking.
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Creating a Summary Project (continued)
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Creating a Summary Project (continued)



You will now view a simulation that demonstrates how to Create and Maintain a Project and Summary Project.
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Simulation: Creating and Maintaining a Project and 

Summary Project

http://www.cardinalproject.virginia.gov/Simulations/VDOT/Project Accounting/UPK/Managing Projects/dhtml_kp.html?Guid=2c72f684-8409-4d6f-9e8c-ab101af26802&Mode=T&Back


In this lesson, you learned:

• The Create Project From Template page allows you to select the project template that is used to create the project.

• Use the General Information—General Information tab to enter/update detailed project information. 

• The Project Activities page displays the standard set of activities that default from the project template when you create 

the project. 

• Create summary projects to identify project relationships, as well as provide a way to track costs and represent a single 

project to which one or more detail projects roll up to.
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Lesson 2: Summary

2 Entering and Maintaining Projects



In this lesson, you will learn about the following topic:

• Processing Project Costs 
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Lesson 3: Introduction

3 Understanding Project Costs



Before a project accumulates any costs, the project and its associated activities must be established in Cardinal.

Transactional data is only interfaced to Project Costing if coded to the Project Costing Business Unit, Project ID, and Activity

ID, along with the GL ChartFields on the transaction. 
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Understanding Project Costs



Other Cardinal modules accumulate project costs from transactions and send them to Project Costing. Project Costing uses 

its Funds Distribution and Pricing processes to split and bill those costs as appropriate.

Use reports, online inquiries, analysis types and groups to review and analyze all transactions between source modules and 

the Project Costing module.

Analysis Types 

Analysis types are assigned to individual transactions to identify different types of transactions, such as estimated costs, 

budgeted amounts, actual costs, and billed costs. A single transaction can create multiple transaction rows as Cardinal 

processes it. Each analysis type maps to at least one analysis group. 

Analysis Groups 

Analysis groups allow the grouping of project transactions on the reports and online inquiries used to manage projects.  
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Understanding Project Costs (continued)
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Analysis Types Used

Analysis Type Description

CNV Converted Expenditures

ATE Account Type-Expense

PAY Time and Labor Actual

FDR Fund Distribution Reversals

FDS State Distribution

ACT Actual Cost

BIL Billable Amount

BLD Billed Amount

BAJ Billing Adjustment

OLT Over Limit Amount

DEF Billing Deferred Amount

NBL Not Billable

ATT Account Types - Transfer

ATR Account Type-Revenue

ATL Account Type-Liability

ATA Account Type-Asset

ATQ Account Type-Equity

FBD Fixed Cost Billed Amount

FRV Fixed Cost Revenue Amount

UAJ Prepaid Utilization Adjustment

UTL Prepaid Utilization (Billing)

BD1 Total Cost Budget - Scenario 1



General Ledger sends all project related journal lines to Project Costing in a nightly batch process. 

General Ledger transactions are posted to Project Costing with an analysis type based on the account associated with each 

transaction.  

The rules include:

• Account Type - Expense (ATE) is assigned to expense account transactions. 

• Account Type – Revenue (ATR) is assigned to revenue account transactions.

• Account Type – Asset (ATA) is assigned to asset account transactions.

• Account Type – Liability (ATL) is assigned to liability account transactions.

• Account Type – Equity (ATQ) is assigned to equity account transactions.

Only ATE rows are eligible for billing. All transactions sent from General Ledger to Project Costing have a system source of 

GL Batch (BGL) Journal entries must be edited, approved, and budget checked before they can be posted in General 

Ledger.Only GL journals that originate in GL and include Project Costing ChartFields in the distribution are integrated to 

Project Costing.

Project Costing also sends transactions to General Ledger for posting to the appropriate ledgers. 
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General Ledger to Project Costing



All available Accounts Payable transactions are sent to Project Costing in a nightly batch process.

Accounts Payable transactions are posted to Project Costing with an analysis type based on the account associated with 

each transaction. 

The rules are as follows:

• Actual Cost - (ACT) is assigned to expense account transactions.  

• Account Type – Revenue (ATR) is assigned to revenue account transactions.

• Account Type – Asset (ATA) is assigned to asset account transactions.

• Account Type – Liability (ATL) is assigned to liability account transactions.

• Account Type – Equity (ATQ) is assigned to equity account transactions.

Only the ACT rows are eligible for billing. All transactions sent from Accounts Payable to Project Costing have a system 

source of AP Batch (BAP). 

Only vouchers that include Project Costing ChartFields in the distribution are integrated to Project Costing.
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Accounts Payable to Project Costing



The Time and Labor transactions are periodically sent to Project Costing. 

Time and Labor actual transactions post to Project Costing with an analysis type of Time and Labor Actual (PAY).

Only timesheets data that include Project Costing ChartFields in the distribution integrate to Project Costing.
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Time and Labor to Project Costing



Accounts Receivable sends project related direct journal accounting lines to the Project Costing module.

Accounts Receivable direct journal transactions post to Project Costing with an analysis type based on the account 

associated with each transaction. 

The rules include:

• Account Type - Expense (ATE) is assigned to expense account transactions.  

• Account Type – Revenue (ATR) is assigned to revenue account transactions.

• Account Type – Asset (ATA) is assigned to asset account transactions.

• Account Type – Liability (ATL) is assigned to liability account transactions.

• Account Type – Equity (ATQ) is assigned to equity account transactions.

Only the ATE rows are eligible for billing. All transactions sent from Accounts Receivable to Project Costing have a system 

source of AR Batch (BAR). 

Only direct journal accounting lines that include Project Costing ChartFields in the distribution are integrated to Project 

Costing.
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Accounts Receivable to Project Costing



The process that sends data from Commitment Control to Project Costing runs in a nightly batch process. 

The Commitment Control to Project Costing process sends project related budget journal lines to the Project Costing module.  

All transactions sent from Commitment Control to Project Costing are assigned an analysis type of BD1 and a system source 

of KK Budget Journal (PKK). 

Only budget journal lines that include Project Costing ChartFields are sent to Project Costing.
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Commitment Control to Project Costing



The Expenses module sends project related employee expense report transactions to the Project Costing module. 

The Expense Transactions post to Project Costing with an analysis type based on the account associated with each 

transaction. 

The rules include:

• Account Type - Expense (ACT) is assigned to expense account transactions.  

• Account Type – Revenue (ATR) is assigned to revenue account transactions.

• Account Type – Asset (ATA) is assigned to asset account transactions.

• Account Type – Liability (ATL) is assigned to liability account transactions.

• Account Type – Equity (ATQ) is assigned to equity account transactions.

Only the ACT rows are eligible for billing.  

All transactions sent from the Expenses module to Project Costing have a system source of EX Batch (BEX).  

Only employee expense transactions that include Project Costing ChartFields in the distribution integrate to Project Costing.
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Expenses to Project Costing



All available projects related Purchasing transactions can be sent to Project Costing during a nightly batch process. 

These transactions include requisitions (REQ), requisition reversals (RRV), purchase orders (COM), and purchase order 

reversals (CRV).

Purchasing transactions would post to Project Costing using a system source of Purchase Order Batch (BPO). 

Only requisitions and purchase orders that would include Project Costing ChartFields in the distribution would be sent to 

Project Costing.

* Note: This functionality is not currently used in Cardinal.
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*Purchasing to Project Costing
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Lesson 3: Checkpoint

Now is your opportunity to check your understanding of the course material.  Read the question and make note of your 

answer.

1. The project costs are created in many modules.  Name two of them.

2. What ChartFields must be populated for the project transactions to be sent to 

Project Costing?



In this lesson you learned:

• Project transactions must have a PCBU Project and Activity to integrate with Project Costing.

• Analysis Types are used to identify different types of transactions in the Project Cost module.

• The Analysis Types used for transactions integrated from sub-modules (Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, etc.) 
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Lesson 3:  Summary

3 Understanding Project Costs



In this lesson, you will learn about the following topics:

• Creating a project distribution

• Maintaining a project distribution

• Understanding the Funds Distribution process

• Approving Project Distributions and Updating Project Status
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Lesson 4:  Introduction

4 Creating and Maintaining Project Distributions



A project distribution defines the core ChartFields that appear on all transactions for a project.

Function of Project Distribution

The project distribution has two purposes:

• Create funds distribution rules. 

− Allows entry of one or more distribution lines used to split project transactions between multiple accounting 

distributions. 

− The splitting of transactions is done in batch for a distribution.

• Create SpeedTypes/SpeedCharts to use in other modules to default accounting strings when entering project 

transactions. 

− SpeedTypes/SpeedCharts are created in batch.
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Creating and Maintaining Project Distributions



Once you have established a project’s information and details, the project distribution can be set up on the General 

Information – Projects Distribution tab. 

A project distribution determines the default coding used when entering transactions against a project, using 

SpeedTypes/SpeedCharts. The SpeedTypes/SpeedCharts identify default accounting information for the project. When the 

SpeedType Created Flag checkbox is selected, the SpeedTypes/SpeedCharts for the project have been created and can be 

used when entering transactions in other Cardinal modules. 

All projects must have at least one line populated.
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Creating and Maintaining Project Distributions (continued)



The steps to set up project distributions include:

• Assign an appropriate effective date.

• Enter appropriate distribution values (Fund, Program, Department and FIPS fields).

• Determine the percent split, based on the number of ChartField combinations that split the transaction.

• Approve the project distribution.
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Assigning Project Distribution Effective Date



The Effective Date on the project distribution is the 

date Cardinal begins applying that project 

distribution to costs interfaced to the Project Costing 

module. Effective Date defaults to the current date. 

Update the Effective Date so it is greater than or 

equal to the date the project status was set to O 

(Open).

For example, if the effective status is 1/1/2010, 

Cardinal splits all transactions specified by the funds 

distribution rule that has an accounting date of 

1/1/2010 or greater based on the distribution lines 

defined.

Note: The Effective Date entered on the Project 

Distribution tab updates the Effective Date on the 

project SpeedChart definition and the Start Date on 

the funds distribution rule when the next batch 

process runs. As a result, the effective date entered 

should be less than or equal to the accounting dates 

on the project transactions that need to be split.
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Assigning Project Distribution Effective Date
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Assigning Project Distribution Effective Date (continued)



The Effective Date impacts the following:

• Making error corrections to the project 

distribution

• The Effective Date should remain the 

same. Use the Correct History mode 

and update the data without changing 

the Effective Date.

• Changing the existing distribution to a new 

distribution

• The Effective Date should be greater 

than or equal to the current date.
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Assigning Project Distribution Effective Date (continued)



The rows created by the Funds Distribution process 

are budget checked and may contain budget checking 

errors. Review the Funds Budget Exceptions report 

if errors occur. 

Budget checking errors can be corrected by:

• Updating the fields on the Project Distributions

tab appropriately, if the project distribution was 

entered and approved incorrectly. 

• Increasing the budget for the combinations or 

entering new combination(s) on the Project 

Distributions tab, if the project distribution was 

entered and approved correctly.

At Fiscal Year end, it is important that the effective 

date of new project distributions do not use a date in 

the prior fiscal year.  This will cause budget checking 

errors when transactions are split that can not be 

cleared due to the fiscal year being closed. 
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Distribution Errors
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Funds Budget Exceptions Page



To set up the project distribution, enter values into the 

Program, Fund, Department, and FIPS (if required) 

fields. 

All other fields (Asset, Agency Use 1, Agency Use 

2, Account, Cost Center and Task) should be left 

blank.

• Program - A distinct set of expenses directed at 

a specific objective of the Commonwealth (e.g., 

Transportation Operation is 604004).

• Fund - A self-balancing set of accounts (e.g., 

Highway Maintenance & Operating Fund is 

04100).

• Department - An organization within an agency 

(e.g., Bristol District Office is 11000).

• FIPS - Federal Information Processing Standards 

(FIPS) codes that identify cities, counties, and 

towns in the Commonwealth of Virginia (e.g., 

Richmond City is 760).
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Entering Distribution Values

Required Leave Blank
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Entering Distribution Values (continued)

Required Leave Blank



• Oone or multiple distribution lines can be entered for a project. All projects must have at least one line on project 

distributions. 

• The first distribution line populated on this page is used to create SpeedTypes/SpeedCharts and funds distribution rules.

• Routes are not used on the project distribution lines.

• Assets tied to Federal contracts cannot be entered on the project distribution lines.
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Entering Distribution Values (continued)



Transactions are split once in batch based on 

criteria established in the funds distribution rules. 

When entering the project distribution, determine 

the number of rows to be added to the project 

distribution and the associated percent split. The 

percentage determines how the project 

expenditures are split. Project distributions can be 

split by Program, Fund, Department, and FIPS. 

The more ChartFields used to split the transaction, 

the more complex it becomes to calculate the 

percentage for each distribution line.

For example, to establish the accounting 

distribution to split 50/50 between two funds and 

two counties, four lines must be added to the 

project distribution as shown in the screenshot.
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Determining Percent Split
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Determining Percent Split (continued)



Once the project distributions are approved, Funds Distribution rules are automatically created in a batch process which runs 

multiple times during the day and in nightly batch.  

The Funds Distribution process distributes / splits costs associated with the Actual Cost (ACT), Account Type-Expense 

(ATE), and Time and Labor Actual (PAY) analysis types by applying funds distribution rules to incoming transactions, and 

assigning / splitting costs accordingly. 
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Funds Distribution Process



The data populated on the project distribution is used in batch to create the funds distribution rule. For training purposes, we 

will use the online pages to explain the fund distribution rule functionality, however, users do not have access in Cardinal to 

view these pages.

The funds distribution rule source definition on the Funds Distribution—Source page determines which project costs are 

selected for distribution from other Cardinal modules. 

The three analysis types define the selection criteria. The funds distribution rules are created automatically by a nightly batch 

process. The Source and Target pages show the parameters set for the funds distribution rules. Access these pages to view 

these parameters.  Updates are never made on these pages.
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Funds Distribution Rules



The Source page contains: 

• All Participating Activities - Indicates that the rule 

applies to all activities associated to a project. This 

radio button is always selected.

• Specify Activity - This field is not used in Cardinal.

• Target link - Use this link to access the Funds 

Distribution - Target page for the corresponding row.

• Analysis Type - Displays the analysis types of the 

source transactions, which are used by the Funds 

Distribution process for this rule.

• The Rates section is not used in Cardinal. 

The Source Type, Category, Subcategory, Project Role, 

Job Code, Time Reporting Code, Employee ID, Unit of 

Measure, and Currency Code Combinations fields are 

not used in Cardinal.
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Funds Distribution Rules (continued)
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Funds Distribution – Source Page



Use the Target page to view the maximum amount of 

source transactions that can be distributed to a funding 

source. Also, the percentages that Cardinal uses to 

calculate the distributed amounts are displayed. Target 

threshold is the maximum amount and is always set to 

9,999,999,999,999,999,999.500.

• The Source Criteria section displays the settings 

defined on the Funds Distribution - Source page. 

• The Target Thresholds section displays 

information about each line. The information in 

each row determines the sequence that the target 

rules are applied to the source transaction.

• The Define Target Rows section displays values 

in fields on the Project Costing tab and on the 

General Ledger tab to determine how distribution 

rows are created and written to 

PROJ_RESOURCE table. The General Ledger

tab displays the ChartFields from the Project 

Distributions page. 
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Funds Distribution Rules (continued)
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Funds Distribution – Target Page



The Analysis Type Actual Cost (ACT) identifies expense account transactions of costs integrated to PA. Analysis Type State 

Distribution (FDS) indicates that the related ACT row is split. FDS and FDR rows show transaction distribution(s), including 

those distributed across multiple funds. 

These rows are budget checked. 
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Funds Distribution Rules (continued)
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Transaction List Page



In this example, all project information and details have been entered. The project distribution is set up to split transactions

between two programs. The amount of the original transaction is $5,000. The transaction should be split equally (50/50) 

between the two funds. 

Notice the SpeedType Created Flag checkbox is selected and grayed out. This indicates that a SpeedType has been 

created for this distribution and it can be used on transactions.
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Project Cost Example in Accounts Payable
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Project Cost Example in Accounts Payable (continued)



Transaction in AP

This Accounts Payable voucher shows a charge to a project ID and its associated activities.

When entering in this transaction, enter/search for the SpeedType/SpeedChart in the SpeedChart field. Entering a value here 

defaults certain Chartfield values to the transaction.

This is a single transaction. Once the Accounts Payable transaction data is pulled into Project Costing, the AP Merchandise 

Amount of $5,000 is displayed as the Source Amount on the Transaction List in PA. Notice that the Project ID associated to 

the voucher is displayed on the line as well.
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Project Cost Example in Accounts Payable (continued)



PC_AP to PC

The PC_AP to PC process loads any voucher 

accounting lines that contain the PCBU, project and 

activity. 

The PC_AP to PC process assigns the ACT analysis 

type to all accounting lines sent from AP when they are 

posted to the PROJ_RESOURCE table in Project 

Costing.

This is the same transaction, now loaded into Project 

Costing. The Actual Cost (ACT) row is displayed again 

and is the only row because only one transaction line 

was entered when creating the project distributions. 

The Project ID and Merchandise Amount are loaded 

from the voucher.
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Project Cost Example in Accounts Payable
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Project Cost Example in Accounts Payable (continued)



Funds Distribution

Once the funds distribution process runs, it is obvious 

that this is a multi-funded project. The original ACT row 

is still displayed, but now there are four new rows added 

to the Transaction List. 

The two State Distribution (FDS) rows indicate that the 

above ACT row was split 50/50 between two different 

funds; $2,500 each.  The Funds Distribution Reversals 

(FDR) rows offset the FDS rows, so there are two of 

these rows as well. The FDS and FDR rows indicate that 

this is a multi-funded project.

Note: FDS & FDR rows are journal generated to GL with 

source of PCR.
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Project Cost Example in Accounts Payable (continued)
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Project Cost Example in Accounts Payable (continued)



Click the Transaction Detail icon for the ACT row and both FDS rows, to see the ChartFields that defaulted from the Project 

Distributions tab.
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Project Cost Example in Accounts Payable (continued)
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Project Cost Example in Accounts Payable (continued)
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Project Cost Example in Accounts Payable (continued)



After the project distribution has been set up, the Accounting Distribution Approver can review and/or approve the distribution.

Refer to the PA 355: Performing Approvals course for more detail on how to approve project distributions.
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Approving Project Distribution and Updating the Project 

Status



You will now view a simulation that demonstrates how to Create and Maintain Project Distributions. 

Click on the icon below to start the simulation.
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Simulation: Creating and Maintaining Project Distributions

http://www.cardinalproject.virginia.gov/Simulations/VDOT/Project Accounting/UPK/Managing Projects/dhtml_kp.html?Guid=2ea9712e-6ef3-4148-bf10-44eb0585ffa3&Mode=T&Back
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Lesson 4: Checkpoint

Now is your opportunity to check your understanding of the course material.  Read the question and make note of your 

answer.

1. What is the Project Distribution and what does it do?

2. Why is the Effective Date of the distribution important?



In this lesson you learned:

• Project costs are created in the Accounts Payable, Expenses, General Ledger, Time and Labor, Accounts Receivable, 

Purchasing, and Commitment Control delete and are sent to Project Costing.

• Project distribution has two purposes: create funds distribution rules and create SpeedTypes/SpeedCharts.

• Project costs are split using Funds Distribution Rules in the Project Costing using data defined on the project distribution.
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Lesson 4: Summary

4 Creating and Maintaining Project Distributions



In this lesson, you will learn about the following topics:

• Reports

• Queries

• Online Inquiries
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Lesson 5: Introduction

5 Project Reports, Queries and Online Inquiries



Projects reports can be run at various intervals. There are numerous projects reports available. 

Projects reports include:

• RPA090 - Project Expenditure Report by Employee

• RPA091 - Expenditures Allocations Report

• RPA094 - Project Overview Report

• RPA100 - Project Expenditure by Activity Group Report

• RPA106a - Financial Summary—Project Expenditure by Activity Report

• RPA106b - Financial Summary—Project Expenditure by Account Report

• RPA109 - Disaster Report

• RPA093 - Project Expenditure by Location

• RPA096 - Financial Summary by Program Report

• RPA150 - Funding Source Report 

Note: All Project Accounting users are able to run these reports.
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Reports



The Project Expenditure Report by Employee provides employee time charged to a project. The report displays the employee 

name, employee ID, employee department, and earnings code by project phase and activity.

Access this report by navigating to the following path:

Main Menu > Project Costing > Reports >  Project Expenditure by Employee
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RAP90 Project Expenditure Report by Employee
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Project Expenditure Report by Employee



The Expenditures Exceed Allocations report provides a listing of all projects for which expenditures have exceeded a 

specified percentage of the project budget. The report also shows the variance between budgeted amounts and funded 

amounts and budgeted amounts and expended amounts.

Access this report by navigating to the following path:

Main Menu > Project Costing > Reports >  Expenditures Exceed Allocations
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RAP091 Expenditures Exceed Allocations Report
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Expenditures Exceed Allocations Report



The Project Overview report provides an overview of project data, such as project start date, project description, overall 

project budget, budget associations, project phase data, project distribution, and project expenditures to date.

Navigate to this report using the following path:

Main Menu > Project Costing > Reports > Project Overview Report
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RPA094 Project Overview Report
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Project Overview Report



The Project Expenditure by Activity Group report provides project expenditures by activity group or phase such as Right of 

Way, Construction, Research, etc. The report can be run for one or more projects and activity groups. This report also 

provides construction engineering costs.  

Navigate to this report using the following path:

Main Menu > Project Costing > Reports > Project Expenditure by Activity Group
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RPA100 Project Expenditure by Activity Group Report
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Project Expenditure by Activity Group Report 



The Project Expenditure by Activity report provides the cumulative expenditure amounts for project by activity for project 

budget, current year and project life-to-date for YTD in current fiscal year. This report is run in batch.

Navigate to this report using the following path:

Main Menu > Reports Manager
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RPA106a Financial Summary-Project Expenditure by 

Activity Report
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Financial Summary-Project Expenditure by Activity Report



The Project Expenditure by Account report provides the cumulative expenditure amounts for project by account for project  by 

account for project budget, current year and project life-to-date. It also indicates whether the project to date expenditures are 

over/under the budget amount as well as the current year percentage of project budget remaining. 

Navigate to this report using the following path:

Main Menu > Reports Manager
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RPA106b Financial Summary – Project Expenditure by 

Account 
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Financial Summary – Project Expenditure by Account 



The Disaster report can be run in summary or detail format and provides specific expenditure details for all projects denoted

with a disaster number and disaster indicator on the project record.

Navigate to this report using the following path:

Main Menu > Project Costing > Reports > Disaster Report
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RPA109 Disaster Report
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Disaster Report



The Project Expenditure by Location report can be run in summary or detail format. The report provides fiscal year-to-date 

and life-to-date budget and expenditure data by department and program for projects and cost centers.

Navigate to this report using the following path:

Main Menu > Project Costing > Reports > Project Expenditure by Location
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RPA093 Project Expenditure by Location



The Financial Summary by Program report can be run for fiscal year-to-date or life-to-date. This report provides budget 

expenditure data for projects and cost centers. The report displays data for each detail department value.

Navigate to this report using the following path:

Main Menu > Project Costing > Reports > Financial Summary by Program
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RPA096 Financial Summary by Program
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Financial Summary by Program 



The Funding Source report can be run in summary or detail format and provides total amounts applied to specific funding 

sources.

Navigate to this report using the following path:

Main Menu > Project Costing > Reports > Funding Source
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RPA150 Funding Source Report
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Funding Source Report - Summary 
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Funding Source Report - Detail



Managing project queries can be run at various intervals.  There are numerous queries available.  

Key managing project queries include:

• Phase Closing

• Project Expenditure by Report Category

• Project Expenditure by Fund

• Detail Project Expenditures

• Allowable / Unallowable Accounts

• Project Expenditures and Transfers

• Project Payroll Expenditures
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Queries



This query provides users with a listing of project and phases with end dates that are less than the current 

date so that they can manually update the activity status to Inactive.

Navigate to this query using the following path:

Main Menu > Reporting Tools > Query > Query Viewer > V_PA_PHASE_CLOSING
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Project Phase Closing



This query allows users to review, monitor, and delete project expenditures for a specified report category such as MFED. 

The query should prompt for Business Unit, Fiscal Year, Accounting Period From, Accounting Period To, Reporting Category, 

and Activity Type or %.

Navigate to this query using the following path:

Main Menu > Reporting Tools > Query > Query Viewer > V_PA_PROJ_BY_PROJ_CATEGORY_SUM
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Project Expense by Reporting Category



This query allows users to pull detail project expenditures by fund.  The query should prompt for business unit, fund, fiscal

year, and accounting period.

Navigate to this query using the following path:

Main Menu > Reporting Tools > Query > Query Viewer > V_PA_PROJ_BY_EXPENDITURE_BY_FUND
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Project Expenditures by Fund



This query allows users to pull project expenditure data based on project id, activity type (phase), accounting period, fiscal 

year and whether the expenditure has an allowable or unallowable content.

Navigate to this query using the following path:

Main Menu > Reporting Tools > Query > Query Viewer > V_PA_PRJ_EXPEND_DTL
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Detail Project Expenditures



This query allows users to pull project expenditure data based on project id, activity type (phase), accounting date to and from 

and whether the expenditure has an allowable or unallowable.

Nnavigate to this query using the following path:

Main Menu > Reporting Tools > Query > Query Viewer > V_PA_PROJ_EXPENDITURE_ACCTS
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Allowable/Unallowable Accounts



This query allows users to view project transactions that have expenditure and transfer accounts.

Navigate to this query using the following path:

Main Menu > Reporting Tools > Query > Query Viewer > V_PA_PROJ_EXP_AND_TRANSFERS
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Project Expenditure and Transfers



This query allows users to view project payroll expenditures.

Navigate to this query using the following path:

Main Menu > Reporting Tools > Query > Query Viewer > V_PA_PROJ_PAYROLL_EXPENDITURES
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Project Payroll Expenditures



Online inquiries can be run at various intervals. There are numerous online inquiries available. 

Online inquiries include:

• Manager Transaction Review - Used to view transactions (cost transactions and associated billing) for a particular 

project or project/activity combination. Narrow search by date, analysis type, and source type.

• Transactions in Progress - Allows viewing transactions coming from other modules that are in progress (For example, 

GL journal that is posted but has not been distributed in Project Costing). 

• Projects Recon Workbench - Allows for analysis of a particular project, instead of a group of transactions. 

• Flexible Analysis - Used to review the current project data from the project summary tables. This online inquiry sums up 

the transactions by project. This inquiry is driven off the flexible analysis template that must be created before running this 

inquiry.

Navigate to these online inquiries using the following path:

Main Menu > Project Costing > Interactive Reports
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Online Inquiries



• Employee Costs by Activity - Review employee ID time and costs by activity.  

• Employee Costs by Project - Review employee ID time and costs by project. This report is similar to the Employee 

Costs by Activity online inquiry above.

• Invoices by Activity - Review project cost transactions related to billing invoices. 

• Journal Entries by Activity - Review project cost transactions related to journal entries.

• Purchase Orders by Activity - Review project cost transactions related to purchase orders.

• Vouchers by Activity - Review project cost transactions related to vouchers.

Navigate to these online inquiries using the following path:

Main Menu > Project Costing > Review Costs > Accumulated Costs
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Online Inquiries (continued)



• Review Accounting History: Allows for review of accounting entries that are sent to General Ledger/  Search by journal 

ID or date of the journal. 

Navigate to this online inquiry using the following path:

Main Menu > Project Costing > Accounting
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Online Inquiries (continued)



Navigate to these online inquiries using the following path:

Main Menu > Project Costing > My Projects
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Online Inquiries – My Projects



To select a project, enter the Business Unit.  To 

limit the number of projects that display, enter 

additional criteria. 

For example, in the Project Information section, you 

can enter a range in the From Project and Through 

Project fields.  

Click the Search button.  A list of projects that match 

the search criteria displays at the bottom of the 

page.

Select the project or projects to be added by clicking 

the checkbox next to it in the My Projects column. 

Click the Save button and the project is added to the 

My Projects list.
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Online Inquiries – My Projects (continued)
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Online Inquiries – My Projects (continued)



In this lesson you learned: 

• There are many projects reports and online inquiries that can run to gather project related data.

• The Project Overview report provides an overview of project data, such as project start date, project description, overall 

project budget, budget associations, project phase data, project distribution, and project expenditures to date.

• The Transactions in Progress online inquiry allows viewing transactions coming from other modules that are in progress. 
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Lesson 5: Summary

5 Project Reports, Queries and Online Inquiries



This lesson includes practice that will reinforce the lessons learned today.  Your instructor will provide direction regarding 

specific activities that are part of this lesson.  Please ask your instructor if you have any questions.
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Lesson 6: Introduction

6 Managing Projects Hands-On Practice (Lessons 2-4)



In this course, you learned how to:

• Describe key projects concepts

• Describe the overall managing projects process

• Enter and maintain projects and associated activities

• Enter summary projects

• Collect and process costs related to projects

• Enter and maintain projects distribution

• Create funds distributions for multi-funded projects

• Describe the key reports and online inquiries
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Course Summary

PA352 Managing Projects



Congratulations! You successfully completed the 501 PA352: Managing Projects course.  

Your instructor will provide instructions on how to access the evaluation survey for this course. 
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Course Evaluation



• Key Terms

• Integration and Interfaces
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Appendix



Project: A planned undertaking with a finite beginning and a finite end. Typically it requires both fiscal year and life to date 

budget and actual reporting (e.g., Upgrade signal at Harry Byrd Hwy & Sterling Blvd is 00000948590). 

Project Costing ChartFields: Fields that record Chart of Accounts elements related to projects. The Project ChartFields are 

Project Costing Business Unit (PCBU), Project, Activity, Source Type, Category, and Subcategory. The PCBU, Project ID and 

Activity values are required on all project transactions.

Project Costing Business Unit (PCBU): An operational subset of an agency; it is used to identify select project defaults 

(e.g., statewide is 99999).

Project ID: An auto-generated sequential number.  This number is required on all project transactions as a means to track 

financial information and report on a specific project.

Activity: The type of work or services performed for project charges and can only be used on project transactions (e.g., Staff 

Appraising is 621).

Source Type/Category: Optional fields that allow you to identify the purpose of individual transactions. Source Types are a 

key component in selecting the accounting entries created from project billing transactions. 
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Key Terms



Class Field (Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS)): The Federal Information Processing Standards codes 

that identify cities, counties, and towns in the Commonwealth of Virginia (e.g., Richmond City is 760).

Asset: A collection of financial information related to a specific agency asset (when budgets and expenses need to be tracked 

at an asset or asset category level) (e.g., Bridge Wythe County VA Structure is 23966).

Analysis Type: Groups transactions for processing and reporting purposes.

Analysis Group: Analyzes project transactions by grouping analysis types.

Project Tree: Defines how projects are related to one another and used to achieve the desired level of detail when tracking 

and reporting costs.

Funds Distribution: Splits project transactions between multiple accounting distributions after they are collected in the 

Project Costing module. 
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Key Terms (continued)



Project Costing sends accounting entries related to the funds distribution analysis types and revenue accounting entries 

associated with project billing to General Ledger.

General Ledger sends journal entries created in General Ledger to Project Costing. This is an inbound integration.
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Integration with General Ledger



Purchasing sends requisitions and purchase orders and requisition and purchase order reversals to Project Costing.
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Integration with Purchasing



Accounts Payable sends posted vouchers to Project Costing. 
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Integration with Accounts Payable



Expenses send posted employee expense reports to Project Costing. 
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Integration with Expenses



There is outbound and inbound integration with Time and Attendance. Project Costing sends valid project and activity 

combinations to Time and Attendance. Time and Attendance sends time entry transactions and adjustments to Project 

Costing.
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Integration with Time and Attendance



Accounts Receivable sends direct journals to Project Costing. 
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Integration with Accounts Receivable



There are three inbound integrations with Billing. Billing sends revenue entries, billing invoice data, and billing adjustments to 

Project Costing. 
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Integration with Billing



Commitment Control sends budget entries to Project Costing. 
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Integration with Commitment Control



There are three outbound interfaces with SiteManager. Project costing sends valid project/activity combinations, valid 

project/structure combinations, and valid General Ledger accounts to SiteManager.
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Interface with SiteManager


